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How Dreawe used footfall
data to improve the instore operations and
experience.
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MAJOR DISCOVERIES
HOURS OF VIDEO FEED

6,160
UNIQUE ALERTS TRACKED

2.1MN
PERCENTAGE ACCURACY

98.06

Retail works on footfall. This is a known fact
throughout the vertical. As a retailer your job
is first get people into your store and then
get them to buy something.
With all kind of marketing spend and
multiple promotions, retailers have cracked
the way to get people into the store. But
what they lack is a real time data insight on
the store that presents the traffic density
and total footfall.
Dreawe Innovation labs reached out to us to
tackle this specific issue for one of their
clients which happens to be one of biggest
retail chain in the country.
Now, it being one of the top retail chains, at
each store, the density of people walking in
at any time is much higher any other retail
store. So it came as an interesting
opportunity for us as Vedalabs to deploy a
solution that can work at scale for so many
locations and can process 1000's of hour of
videos in real time.
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KEY BUSINESS OBJECTIVE
FOR DREAWE
Dreawe seemed to be interested in looking at the flow of
visitors in a particular store and concerned about knowing
the hourly traffic in the stores. An ongoing challenge for the
company is to stay on top of its customer’s expectations and
develop well on ensuring they get the ultimate shopping
experience.
To assist the company in its ongoing search for the
customer retail experience, it turned to VedaLabs through
Dreawe for its outstanding footfall counting, reporting, and
analytical solution. The end retailer shall also use this data
for intra-store comparison based on locations and interstore comparisons with various other megastores and
knowing traffic increase and decrease in numbers talking of
festive seasons, days of special discount or new product
launch.

VEDALABS SOLUTION
Vedalabs provides a solution to their concerns about their
queries through footfall analysis. As footfall captures the
flow of potential customers. It relies on the latest
technologies to count and track customers. It not only
provides walk-in and out counts but it also provides what
they browse, how they browse. Starting with the problem
statement to the environment provided by Dreawe, we took
a video of their CCTV camera to analyze if our product is
capable of solving the provided problem statement through
manual analysis, which came to a good conclusion.
And eventually delivered a satisfactory solution to Dreawe
that helped them to esatblish a great business case.
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HOW IT WORKED

Having an intelligent overview of things happening in the
stores is extremely important for our growth. With the
insights from Vedalabs, we were able to have store-level
walk-in data that allowed us to frame strategies to
improve our store performances efficiently.

JAIDEEP JAIMAN

DIRECTOR, DWEARE INNOVATIONS

Our product uses deep learning and
supporting algorithms to detect persons
coming in and out of the stores. Thereby,
tracking their movement by use of
probability and intelligent algorithms. Each
person crossing a predetermined area is
counted as in or out in real-time. Now, this
count is shown at a personalized dashboard
with the given private login credentials

The dashboard contains features to set
date and time intervals for which the data
is needed furthermore the data can be
exported in various formats such as Excel,
CSV, etc for internal use. The dashboard
also segregates stores from an organization
that can be seen individually. All this data is
shown via beautiful plots and charts for
easy understanding and also for taking an
overview of traffic.
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May
11.1%

EVIDENCE
Images above displays the store
performance and our products capabilities
in identifying and tracking unique users in
the stores. The entire platform works on
the existing CCTV camera which makes it
simple and easy to adopt. The chart on the
right presents the day wise traffic density
at the store.

Apr
11.1%

Jan
33.3%

Mar
16.7%

Feb
27.8%

SAMPLE DATA &
DASHBOARD
While figures aren't bad per se, you do have
to make sure that these are relevant to the
role of those receiving the report. Strive to
tell the story behind the numbers by
including learnings or insights.
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Now, we are showing you the data taken from
the report that shows you the result or
accuracy of camera analytics performed by
us. This is sample data between 5:30 P.M. to
7.00 P.M. It shows the Vedalabs, manual, and
accuracy.

VERIFIED DATA
DATE

TIME

17TH SEPT 2019

5.15-5.30PM

17TH SEPT 2019

5.30-5.45PM

20

23

17TH SEPT 2019

5.45-6.00PM

42

45

17TH SEPT 2019

6.15-6.30PM

32

36

17TH SEPT 2019

6.30-6.45PM

24

29

VEDALABS
44

MANUAL
46

A TOTAL OF 98% ACCURATE DATA
During this entire case research the average accuracy has been around 92-98%.
Our further research include improvement in accuracy and more meaningful insights which
shall help Dreawe & in turn the end retailer in growing its business and showcase the power
of AI in turning this data into profits.
sales@vedalabs.in
+91-9818004499
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CONCLUSION
Optimized in-store operations
With accurate footfall data, Dreawe was able to understand the peak hours of maximum
walk-ins and thus they were able to plan staff positioning and place customer support team
when it was needed the most.
It is a hassle, to be able to serve 100s of customers at once, and thus with data like this, a
planned effort and strategy was deployed in order to create a better in-store experience for
the end consumer. Which eventually resulted into a better store operations.

Performance tracking of in-store staff
A happy consumer is what defines the success of the store. Apart from better products, how
the store staff performs and greets the consumer, defines a lot about the performance of the
stores.
Having a data on when the store will have maximum footfall or when it will have none, allows
dreawe to plan and track when the store managers and staff needs to be more active and
treat customers with a warmth feel.

Improved inventory movement
With the data like total footfall, inventory consumption patterns can also be calculated.
The clarity on data of inventory consumption, it becomes very simple for Dreawe to plan to
movement of more inventory to specific region/store thus allowing them a better and
improved inventory management.

About Vedalabs
Vedalabs is a retail analytics company that works on existing CCTV
camera's and presents real time insights on footfall, age, gender and
repeat count at each stores.
www.vedalabs.in

sales@vedalabs.in

+91-9818004499

